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The weekly student voice of Armstrong Atlantic State University, Savannah, Ga.

Felons crash, run through campus

TJie Armstrong Pirates
• played Columbus State
: University in Alumni
Arena Jan. 19 for Military
Appreciation Day. The
Lady Pirates started the
day with a 6-7 overall
record and a 1-5 record
in conference play.
' The Lady Cougars were
looking to improve their
7-7 overall record and
their 3-4 conference
record. Both teams were
coming off a loss and
fought hard to capture
a win. The Pirates lost
their previous game and
saw the game against
Columbus State, as a
great chance to get back
on track.
The women's game
tipped off at 1:30 p.m.
The game was tight for
most of the first half. The
Lady Pirates were on
their opponent's heels
until the Lady Cougars
were able to break
away and build a 38-20
lead with 3:10 left until
itermission.
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Mugshots courtesy Chatham County Sheriff's Office

Above: Derrick Andre McDaniel, 29 (left), and Jawyann Porchei Pringle,
29 (right) were arrested in Windsor Forest after fleeing their pickup
truck, which came to a crash on Armstrong's lawn after a police chase
that began in Liberty County.

National
Sear pong Is big
business

The Beer Pong King, with
a microphone peeking
from his front pocket,
ascends to his throne —
otherwise known as the
DJ booth at the Union in
Roseville, Calif. Below
he sees four long tables
stacked with red plastic
party cups, a crowd of
20 thirsty teams vying
for a $100 purse, and
wayward pingpong balls
popping around the floor
like bacon splatter.
"Welcome to Tuesday
night beer pong at the
Union," said his royal
highness, his microphone
now live. "If you're here
for beer pong, come see
me at the DJ booth. And
we've got $5 pitchers all
night. Anyone looking for
partner?"
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Left: Two felons smashed into a metro police cruiser, while evading law
enforcement officers Jan. 20.
Photos by Dash Coleman /courtesySavannah Morning News

BY REILLY MESCO
news.inkwell@gmail.com

campus where"a student letone of
the guys borrow their cell phone,
which was not a smart decision,"
Despite being regarded as the Armstrongs Deputy Chief of
day of rest, local law enf orcement Police Wynn Sullivan said.
The chase began in Liberty
' had an extremely unrestful
Sunday when two convicted County and ended after the
felons led them in a high-speed, suspects were apprehended in the
multi-county chase on the evening Windsor Forest neighborhood
behind Armstrong,
courtesy
of Jan. 20.
Derrick Andre McDaniel and of the combined efforts of the
Jawyann Porchei Pringle were Liberty County Sheriffs Office,
in a pickup truck that ended up the SCMPD and Armstrongs
crashing into a car and then into a police department.
Luckily, neither of the suspects
Savannah Chatham Metropolitan
Police Department vehicle and had weapons with them while
subsequently flipping over several they ran through campus.
"There were guns in their
times on Armstrong's front lawn.
The suspects then fled the vehicle vehicles, but th e suspects did not
and ran through Armstrongs have guns on them,"Sullivan said.

Police officers found several
items in and around the car,
including two handguns, one
of which was reported stolen
in 2011, cellphones, cash, and
drug-related and "other suspect
items."
Both McDaniel and Pringle
had previously served terms
in prison, with McDaniel only
being out of prison since 2011,
where he served two years
of a four-year sentence for
burglary, fleeing to elude, false
imprisonment, obstruction and
robbery.
Pringle served time before,
from September 2003 to January
2004, Febru ary 2005 t o October
2005 and December 2008 to

August 2009, all for dr ug charges
and terroristic threats.
According to Sullivan, the
events on campus, the wrecking
of the car and the fleeing of the
suspects, happened quickly.
"It was over very fast — super
fast," she said. "Our officers caught
one of the guys and Metro caught
the other."
McDaniel, the driver of the
vehicle and Garden City resident,
has since been charged in
Chatham County with possession
of a firearm by a convicted felon,
theft by receiving a stolen firearm,
obstruction by fleeing, loitering
and prowling, reckless driving,
hit-and-run, and driving with a
suspended license.

He has been charged with
subsequent other offenses ir
Liberty C ounty as well, including
speeding, failure to maintain alane
failure to obey a'traffic device oi
sign, obstruction, hindering a law
enforcement officer, attempt tc
allude, aggressive driving, passing
on the right and recklessdriving.
Pringle, a Savannah resident
has been charged in Chatham
County with possession of a
firearm by a convicted felon and
felony obstruction. He'scharged ir
Liberty County with obstructior
and fleeing to elude and also faces
a previous warrant issued by the
Chatham County Sheriffs Office
for conspiracy to commit a crime.

Jupiter, moon light night sky Former student murdered
in nearby apartment complex
BY REILLY MESCO

i news.inkwell@gmail.com

BY JEREMIAH JOHNSON

chief.inkwell@gmail.com
Anyone who stopped to gaze
at the night sky Jan. 21 was»
treated to a grand celestial
image, which, for the amateur
observer, appeared as a pairing
of Jupiter and the Earth's moon
within close proximity of each
other.
The phenomenon known
as a conjunction is the result

of
astronomical
objects
appearing in the same
elliptical longitude.
Many
onlookers
took
pictures of the event and
posted them on various
websites.
"I just went outside tonight
to take a look at the stars,"
Barbara Ash of Ridgecrest,
Calif., told Space.com. "and
saw an object in conjunction
with the moon. I ran back
in and grabbed my tripod
and camera and took some
amateur shots."
Because of atmospheric
weather
conditions
in
Savannah, those looking at

the sky locally could view
the additional sight of a halo
which encompassed the two
celestial bodies, not seen by
many other onlookers around
the world.
Physics professor Jeffery
Secrest expressed his disap
pointment in missing the
event.
"You got the show for free
and didn't even have to pay
for the Pink Floyd tickets," he
said.
Like Secrest, if you missed
the event do not fret. According
to Space.com, Jupiter and
the moon will make a similar
appearance March 17.

The
Savannah
Chatham
Metropolitan Police Department
identified a shooting victim in
the Colonial Village at Marsh
Cove apartment complex Jan.
21 as former Armstrong student
Rebecca Lorraine Foley.
"She was shot in her car in
front of her apartment and died
of her injuries on the scene before
she was tra nsported away' Julian
Miller, Savannah Chatham Metro's
spokesman, said.

According to sources, Foley's
body was found outside of her car,
after the victim's boyfriend pulled
her from the car while trying to get
help. Miller also commented that
there were no known suspects at
the time.
Foley attended Armstrong until
the spring semester of 2011, when
she transferred to Savannah State
University.
"Rebecca was a vivacious, caring
and delightfulchild," Mitchell Bush
of Bush Insurance Agency said,
who was Foley's boss a nd friend.
"She was just a caring soul, and she

was involved in so many different
things, from babysitting to fashion
shows and helping with catering."
Bush's sister, Marsheila Rhodes,
also commented on Foley's
admirable character.
}
"Rebecca not only worked for
us, but she was a part of our family.
I mean, she was my babysitter. She
truly was a sweet, sweet girL"
"The only reason she's not
at Armstrong anymore is that
Savannah State had classes she
needed that Armstrong didn't
offer, but y'all would have been
really proud of her," Bush said.

Photo by Alex Pirtle
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Basketball teams slam
Georgia Southwestern
BY CHARLETTE HALL
sports.inkwell@gmail.com
Armstrong basketball teams
celebrated Martin Luther King,
Jr. day by taking on the Georgia
Southwestern Hurricanes. The
Pirates were coming off a win
while Armstrong's women
were looking to rebound from
a loss against Columbus State
Jan. 19.
Tip-off was at 5:30 p.m.
for the Lady Pirates. The
game started with the Lady
Pirates
dominating
early.
The team was able to hold
the Hurricanes to only 12.9
percent from the field. Once
the team built their 16-4 lead
in the first seven minutes of
the game, they never let up.
They carried the double-digit
lead into the half with the
score of 12^40.
After the break, the Lady
Pirates
kept
hammering
through
the
Hurricanes'
defense, shooting 40 percent
from the floor. The Lady
Pirates went on to win the
game easily, with the final
Score being 36-79.
The 43-point win — only
five points shy of the record —
is the second largest margin
of victory in Alumni Arena
history.
The team was able to play
effective defense and knock
down shots. Leading the way
in scoring for the home team
was Tyler Carlson. Carlson
had 17 points on the night,
with five rebounds, one assist,
and two turnovers.

No. 15 Karolina Rykowska
had the second most points for
the team, notching 11 points
along with nine rebounds.
The team was proud of their
efforts overall on the night.
"Our team has the ability
to explode," head coach Matt
Schmidt said. "We are a great
team, and we just have to
continue to put everything
together
night
in
and
night out, possession after
possession. I think we did a
good job of that tonight.
The team was able to play
hard until the end of the game
in a season where the second
half has been their Achilles'
heel.
"I thought that we kind of
put the nail in the coffin in
the second half," Schmidt said.
"The first three minutes were
very important in just setting
the tone. I think we only gave
up two points in the first six
minutes, so we did a great job
defensively."
The
team knew that,
although they were up by 28
points at the half, the second
half of the game still needed
to be played..
"Honestly, itls just like coach
says: Anyone can win on any
given night," Tyler Carlson
said. "You just have to know
that when you come back out
at the half it's almost like the
score is 0-0. You can't let up
because anything can happen."
Carlson also attributes the
team's win to sharing the ball.
"We played well together
as a team. We got the ball

inside and was able to get
some touches helped all of our
guards on the perimeter get'
some open shots."

How would you describe your
experience with the new Port
of Armstrong login system?
Has it been positive or nega
tive?

Men take fourth consecutive
home win
The men's game started at
7:30 p.m. The squad played
well on offense and defense,
not committing a turnover
for the first 18 minutes of the
game. The Pirates were also
able to capitalize off of the
Hurricanes' seven turnovers
and convert them into 14
points.
The team pulled out their
fourth consecutive home win,
pulling past the Hurricanes
57-79. Aric Miller had 22
points on the night while
Darius Morales had seven
blocks. Morales is the Peach
Belt Conference block shots
leader and the first Armstrong
player to have seven blocked
shots since Bryan Taylor who
captured the same feat Feb.
11, 2006.
Morales knew his job for
the night was to attack the rim
hard, resulting in his seven
blocks.
"Coach wanted me to go
for the block every time,
so I really bought into that
and made sure every time
somebody threw to the
basket, somebody had my
backside for help. So I knew
to just challenge everything at
the rim."
That wasn't the only game
plan for the team.
"Southwestern is one of the
biggest teams in the league, so

"I think it's positive. I like that I an just log
into one place now."

Travis Spangenburg,
senior,
theater

Photo by Brittany Cook

No. 32 Antoirie Williford, senior, shoots from outside the key against
Georgia Southwestern Jan. 21.

I knew they could give us some
matchup problems," head
coach Jeremy Luther said. "I
knew we had to contain their
post. Their inside players are
good. They are a two-headed
monster from the perimeter
with Alan Arnett and Jamon
Hawkins. Aric Miller and J.C.
Winn did a good job on those
two kids."
The team's defense plays
a huge role in their success.
They were able to hold their
past two opponents to fewer
than 50 percent of shooting
from the field.

"We have hard working
kids," Luther said. "At every
position we can defend
anybody in this league. I think
that having Darius there to
clean up our mistakes is huge."
The team has had success at
home and is looking to carry
that success with them o,n t he
road by playing hard defense.
"Playing defense is always
important," Morales said. "If
defense comes first, then the
shots will come."
The next Pirates' home
games are set to take place
next week Jan. 31 a't 5:30 p.m.

"I understand the reasoning behind it, and
I'm sure I'll get used to it, but I don't know if
it was really that necessary."

Angela Edwards,
junior,
English

49ers, Ravens set up "Harbowl"
job to Colin Kaepernick.
Alex Smith led the 49ers to
the NFC Championship game
last year, and after starting off
the year to a 6-2-1 record, he
went down with a concussion.
Harbaugh
announced
Kaepernick as the starter, and
the rest is history.
John Harbaugh had to cut
ties with offensive coordinator
Cameron, when Joe Flacco
was not thriving under his play
calling. Harbaugh hired Jim
Caldwell and Flacco won three
straight games.
After two games of excellence
in the payoffs, Flacco has proven
to be elite and will be seeing
a big check in the offseason.
The Harbaughs proved that
coaches need to be risk takers
to ultimately take their teams to
the Promise Land.
Colin Kaepernick proved the
new era of running quarterbacks
can lead a team to the Super
Bowl. The Super Bowl has been
full of pocket passers recently,
such as: Tom Brady, Eli and
Peyton Manning, and Drew
Brees.
Kaepernick now brings a new
dimension to the biggest stage
in football. He runs like a deer
and threw a 94 mph fastball off
the mound in high school. How
Baltimore tries to contain him
will be a bigger determiner in

Justin Smith who could see
the outcome of the game.
their careers coming to an end
Kaepernick ran for an NFL
too. Both teams have plenty to
record 181 yards against the
play for and farewell tours only
Green Bay Packers, so the
increase their motivation.
Falcons would not let the same
The San Francisco 49ers,
This game will be full of
happen to them. Atlanta's
motto has been, "Who has
fire
power. Both quarterbacks
defense made Kapernick give
it better than us?" But really,
have
been great in the playoffs
the ball up, but his presence
who has it better than the
with
contrasting styles. The
alone caused huge holes for
offenses
have threats on the
Harbaughs? With the 49ers and
Frank Gore and LaMichael
Baltimore Ravens both winning,
outside
and
running backs
James.
Super Bowl XLVII will be an all
that
will
break
your ankles or
Kaepernick's winning ways
Harbaugh affair, or better know
run
right
through
you.
have opened the door for the
as the "Harbowl."
These
two
defenses
may
new era of quarterbacks in
Jim's 49ers overcame a 17-0
be
the
most
feared
in
all
of
the NFL. In only nine starts,
deficit against the Atlanta
football.
A
battle
of
old
vs
Kaepernick finds himself in the
Falcons on the road, to come
young with Ray Lewis and
Super Bowl.
through with a 28-24 victory in
Patrick Willis will take center
The new age Kaepernick will
the NFC Championship game.
stage. You have football at its
meet the vintage and vicious,
John's Ravens upset the New
Ray Lewis, in what is supposed
England Patriots 28-13 in the
to be his final game. Unless
AFC .Championship game.
Lewis pulls a Brett Favre on
The brotherly affair will
us, the future Hall of Fame
clearly be a huge story. Just
linebacker will be doing his
the fact that the two Harbaugh
pregame dance one final time.
brothers are coaching their
Lewis just happened to BY CHARLETTE HALL
respective teams in the Super
announce he will retire after sports.inkwell@gmail.com
Bowl is only the beginning
this season, right before the
of what will be a game full of
Students
receiving
beginning of the playoffs. The
storylines.
usually have
emotional leader has propelled scholarships
Both coaches made major
the Ravens to the Super Bowl, to fill out an application for
decisions that could have
but his farewell tour could just it. They usually write an
killed their teams. Instead,
essay, and they usually have
be one of many.
the excisions propelled their
The Ravens Ed Reed has to meet some criteria. But
teams to the Super Bowl. Jim
contemplated retirement for now, Armstrong is hosting a
Harbaugh made the toughest
years now and with another scholarship competition for
— an d maybe most scrutinized
Super Bowl run, he could leave students, where all you have to
decision — when he handed
the game on top. San Francisco \ do is attend a basketball game.
over the starting quarterback
Assistant athletic director
has both Randy Moss and
for Business and Marketing
Michael Smoose attended
the
National
Association
of Collegiate Directors of
Athletics Convention, where
the school that presented the
idea said it was a big hit.
"One
of
the
benefits
they pointed out was the
competition got the entire
campus involved and the deans
became very competitive,"
Smoose said. "The $1,000
scholarship will be up to the
winning dean's discretion.
Hopefully, they will award
it to one of the students who
attends the game, but there are
no stipulations involved."
The competition will be
between the four colleges on
Jose Carlos Fajardo/Contra Costa Times/MCT campus: Education, Health
Atlanta Falcons quarterback Matt Ryan (2) and San Francisco 49ers linebacker Aldon Smith converge on
Professions, Liberal Arts, and

BY DALTON JOHNSON
Sports Columnist

Ryan's fumble during the third quarter of their NFC Championship game at the Georgia Dome Jan. 20 in

finest. Hard-nosed, run-it- "I like the old system better. I totally got
down-your-throat
football, lost the first time I used it."
with a blend of new-age speed
Destinee Andrews,
oriented football. This one
freshman,
will be fun.
history
In the end, the Harbaughs
are the winners and the losers.
The coaches. get to fulfill
their dreams of playing in the
Super Bowl, and the winner
gets bragging rights for the
ages. Unfortunately, for their
parents, they have to get crafty
and corny with one of those
half 49ers and half Ravens
jerseys.
Good luck Harbaughs, and
whatever your colors may be,
wear them proud.
"I like it because I don't have to login

Armstrong Athletics holds
scholarship competition
Science and Technology.
"The
winner
will
be
determined by the highest
percentage of attendance,"
Smoose said. "There will be a
sign in sheet in the lobby for
each to sign."
This is a great opportunity
to come out and earn some
cash for your program while
you
support
Armstrong's
basketball teams, who will
be playing conference rival,
Augusta State.
"It's an opportunity to
potentially help yourself or a
fellow student offset some of
the cost of attending," Smoose
said. "Who knows the $1,000
•may give some student the last
piece of financial aid they need
to stay in school and complete
their degree.
"Secondly, we've got two
great basketball teams on
campus that everyone should
come support, regardless of
the game. The »men's team
has won six of its last seven
games and is currently the in
first place in the Peach Belt
Conference's East Division."
The $1,000 scholarship is
up for grabs Jan. 31 when the
Pirates take on their long-time
conference nemesis, Augusta
State. Tip-off is at 5:30 p.m.

Atlanta, Ga.
I

to multiple places. I didn't really have a
problem logging in the first time."

James Ballew,
freshman,
computer science

"I think it's relatively easier because it's all
on the same place. I do think they should
stick with the same system for awhile. I
like it the way it is now."

*

Blake Eye,
freshman,
history

"Positive—there's one access for several
different systems and beause there's a
resource page as well."

Laura Barrett,
dean,
LiberalArts

National
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Obama uses inauguration to spotlight policy pledges
ByDAVID LAUTER
Tribune Washington Bureau
(MCT)
WASHINGTON — Barack
Obama publicly took the oath of
office for his second term Jan. 21,
strongly defending the ideologyof
his party as he urged Americans
to accept compromise as a path
toward solving the nation's
problems.
"Progress does not compel us
to settle centuries-long debates
about the role of government for
all time — but it does require us
to act in our time," Obama said,
soon after taking the oath from
Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr.
"Decisions are upon us, and we
cannot afford delay. We cannot
mistake absolutism for principle,
or substitute spectacle for politics,
or treat name-calling as reasoned
debate."
While just over 18 minutes
— relatively short by historical
standards — the address hit
several major policy priorities
Obama hopes to pursue.
For the first time, an inaugural
address mentioned the rights
of gay Americans, as Obama
declared that Americas "journey
is not complete until our gay
brothers and sistersare treated like
anyone else u nder the law — for
if we are truly created equal, then
surely the love we commit to one
another must be equalas well."
The president also insisted o n
the need to "respond to the threat
of climate change" — a subject he
largely avoided after a stinging loss
in Congress earlyin his first term.
"Some may still deny the
overwhelming
judgment
of
science, b ut none can avoid the
devastating impact of raging
fires, and crippling d rought, and
more powerful storms," h e said.
"The path towards Sustainable
energy sources will be long and
sometimes difficult. But Amer ica

cannot resist this transition; we
must lead it."
"That is how we will preserve
our planet, commanded to our
care by God."
Obama wove those specific
policy pledges, along with brief
reminders of his proposals for gun.
control and immigration reform,
into a text that, overall, amounted
to a strong reaffirmation of the
core of liberal, Democratic politics
and its belief in the positive role
that government can play in the
nations life.
In a nod to those who do not
share that outlook, he noted
that Americans "have never
relinquished our skepticism of
central authority, nor have we
succumbed to the fiction t hat all
society's ills can be cured through
government alone."
But, he said, "preserving our
individual freedoms ultimately
requires collective action."
"We do not believe that in this
country, freedom is reserved for
the lucky, or happiness for the
few" he said. "The commitments
we make to each other — through
Medicare, and Medicaid, and
Social Security — these things
do not sap our initiative; they
strengthen us. They do not make
us a nation of takers; they free us
to take the risks that make this
country great."
"We are true to our creed
when a little girl born into the
bleakest poverty knows that she
has the same chance to succeed
as anybody else, because she is an
American, she is free, an d she is
equal, not just in the eyes of God
but also in our own," he declared.
At the conclusion, Obama
walked back into the Capitol
building, then turned for a
moment tolook outat the national
Mall, filled with hundreds of
thousands
of
flag-waving
Americans. "I want to see this
again," he could be heard saying.

Scott Andrews/AP/MCT

President Barack Obama is sworn in during the ceremonial swearing-in at the U.S. Capitol during the 57th presidential
inauguration in Washington, D.C., Jan. 21.

Soon afterward, he signed the
Capitol's guest book, then, with
the bipartisan congressional
leadership looking on, signed
the formal paperwork to submit
the nominations of his choices
for several Cabinet posts, the
Secretaries of State, Defense and
Treasury and the head ofthe CIA.
The speech culminated a
ceremony heavily laced with
references to the country's long
struggle toward equality for its
African American citizens.
From an invocation by the
widow of a slain leader of the civil
rights movement that opened the
formal proceedings, to the two
Bibles on which Obama took the
oath, one of which belonged to
Abraham Lincoln and the other
to the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.,
the symbols of the nation's 57th
inaugural ceremony traced the
historic arc that led toward the
nation's first black president.

Four years ago, Obama took and George W Bush were not
office with the country in the present; the elder Bush was
midst of two wars and the recently released from a hospital
worst economic crisis in more in Houston after a bout with
than half a century. His second bronchitis.
inauguration arrives with one
House Majority Leader Eric
war over, the other winding down Cantor, R-Va., said before the
and the economy recovering, but ceremony that he expected
with Washington dominated by most Republicans to attend the
a bitter political stalemate that inaugural ceremony, a historic
reflects a deep partisan divide in moment regardless of party. He
the nation.
noted that he had prime seats
The inaugural ceremonies, for Obama's first inaugural and
themselves, high lighted the idea regretted not snapping anyphotos
of bipartisanship and continuity of the proceedings. Tm going to
of A merican democracy. Two of try to this time,"he said.
Obama's predecessors, Democrats
Rep. Steve King, R-Iowa, a fiery
Bill Clinton and Jimmy Carter, conservative, said "my thought
were among the dignitaries for today is, this is a constitutional
gathered at the Capitol's West event and our forefathers would
Front. So, too, were many of the be proud we're following the
congressional Republicans who directions they gave us."
have battled Obama through the
"Tomorrow we'll start the
past four years. The country's political discussion."
two living former Republican
Overall, of course, the crowd,
presidents, George H. W. Bush as is typical with inaugural

celebrations,
was
heavily
dominated by the president's
supporters, who cheered loudly
as Obama's motorcade arrived
at the Capitol from the White
House. They cheered again as the
Obamas' daughters, Malia and
Sasha, were introduced and then,
a few minutes later, for first l ady
Michelle Obama.
In keeping with the intense
enthusiasm
that
Obama's
presidency has generated among
African-Americans, the audience
was disproportionately black.
Several spectators commented
on the special significance of the
swearing-in taking place on the
nation's Martin Luther King Jr.
day observance.
"It's particularly special that
today is the MLK holiday' said
David Anderson, 43,who traveled
from Tampa, Fla. "It's kind of
predestined. You can't get better
than that!'

Beer pong is big business for drinking garnet 'king'
By CHRIS MACIAS
The Sacramento Bee
(MCT)
The Beer Pong King, with a
microphone peeking from his
front pocket, ascends to his
throne — otherwise known as
the DJ booth at the Union in
Roseville, Calif. Below he sees
four long tables stacked with red
plastic party cups, a crowd of 20
thirsty teams vying for a $100
purse, and wayward pingpong
balls popping around the floor
like bacon splatter.
"Welcome to Tuesday night
beer pong at the Union," said his
royal highness, his microphone
now live. "If you're here for beer
pong, come see me at the DJ
booth. And we've got $5 pitchers
all night. Anyone looking for a
partner?"
How cool it would be to sign
bar tabs simply as "Beer Pong
King"? But for that he uses his
real name: Hector Rivera. He's30
years old, living fit and single not
far from the Union, a popular
hangout for those recently of
drinking age in Roseville.
Rivera looks a little like the
comedian Pablo Francisco, but
beer pong is no laughing matter
for the young entrepreneur. It's
the gas in his Acura TL, the roof
over his Roseville home, the
Burberry watch on his wrist.
Beer pong is Rivera's full-time
job, where punching a clock
means promoting and organizing
tournaments, obsessing over a
"Beer Pong King" documentary
and pitching high-powered
reality TV show producers.
Beer pong, after all, has
emerged from its party game
origins with plastic cups to highstakes $50,000 tournaments,
official merchandise and music
videos. Rivera's mission: to get
some of that money.
The Beer Pong King isn't so
much a feared competitor as
a CEO type with PowerPoint
presentations about this party
game's commercial potential. He

IK

Jose Luis Villegas/Sacramento Bee/MCT

Eric Stearns, Of Sac ramento, tosses a pingpong ball during the beer pong tournament, Jan. 8 at
the Union in Roseville, Calif.

aims to build a beer pong empire,
to transform this time-honored
party game into a lifestyle and a
profitable bit of pop culture.
This might sound like crazy
talk, but Rivera is banking on
a beer pong bonanza, either
through a "Pong Kings" reality
TV show, his documentary,
mass merchandising beer pong
equipment — or, preferably, all
of the above.
"You've seen the pictures of
Justin Bieber playing beer pong,
right? said Rivera, who often
speaks with an unmodulated
confidence, like life is one giant
pitch meeting. "Beer pong is
ready to explode. I'm trying to
find someone who does it better
than me. I'm not only keeping up
but I'm setting the trends."
The life of beer pong royalty
sounds charmed, like a forever
fraternity party or someone who
plays co -ed Softball for a living.
The perks have been plenty:
hanging with hip-hop stars and
a Playboy Playmate; rubbing
elbows at the beer pong table
with Sacramento Kings players

and actor Tommy Davidson; no
early-morning alarm signaling
it's tjme to rush to the cubicle.
Before Rivera crowned himself
the Beer Pong King, hip-hop was
his hustle. Rivera, a graduate of
Roseville High School, started
promoting concerts at age 19,
working with the rap stars Too
$hort and E-40. He also held a
couple of average-Joe si de jobs,
including managing a company
that
provides
maintenance
services for apartment buildings.
But, as it did for many ofus, the
year 2008 fizzled like the last bit
of foam in a keg. Rivera was laid
off from two jobs when the Great
Recession hit and meanwhile felt
burned out from promoting rap
shows.
Then, it all came to him... beer
pong. Bingo!
He remembered the days of
hanging with friends in Tempe,
Ariz., home of Arizona State
University, and seeing how much
the college kids loved playing
beer pong. Rivera listened to his
intuitions as a promoter, noting
how unorganized the typical

college beer pong tournament
was run. He would do better.
A Beer Pong King was born.
"I'd Seen Donald Trump say
that during the worst economic
times is when there's the most
opportunity," said Rivera, on a
recent afternoon in midtown, far
from the glow of beer signs and
video game screens. "I thought
with my skills at promoting —
I'm blessed with a mouthpiece
— I can get 100 teams and
they're paying $40. That's four
grand! If I give them a grand, I
still have three grand."
Tournaments can now be
found around the country.
Rivera organizes at least two
tournaments a week, primarily
in Roseville, including the
Union and the Trocadero. Teams
pay a $5 entry fee and compete
for a prize purse, usually $100
or more.
Other beer pong tournaments
crop up at the occasional local
bar, but Rivera prides himself
on taking his promotions to
another level.
"I'm using much more than

social media," he said. "I'm
making videos, making fliers,
doing print media, going on the
news. The other (promoters) are
eating off my fat."
Here's the twist: Like many
beer pong tournaments held
at bars, the cups at the Union
actually hold water, which no
one drinks. The game is treated
more like darts, though there's
no shortage of pint glasses
in hand and pitchers of beer
ordered from the bar. Beer
pong in this case is more skill
and gamesmanship, not just an
excuse to get hammered.
Rivera isn't much of a drinker,
anyway. ("My whole deal is I'm
really focused," he said. "I'm
really athletic, so I don't like
to drink.") Even if a game used
beer, he points out, it takes
about three bottles of beer to fill
10 clips — or about a beer and a
half per person on a two-person
team.
"When we pitch the networks,
I'm going to set up the tables,
right in front of executives,"
Rivera said. "We don't even need
to use beer. We're going to show
them how long it takes a beer
pong game to go on with two.
to three beers and four people,
which is what we're drinking
anyway at parties. It's not a binge
drinking game. It's not quarters."
Rivera's pitching a show, to
be set in San Diego, that mixes
"Jersey Shore"-like shenanigans
with beer pong culture. Hearing
that Season 4 of "Jersey S hore"
in Italy sold for $7 million
pumps up the Beer Pong King.
He's hopi ng to reap the kind of
paychecks usually reserved for
dotcom moguls or Hollywood
executives.
"I'm not trying tosign for no60
grand," Rivera said. "We're trying
to sign for some big money."
He
has
a
Hollywood
connection in his court for
pitching the reality series:
Alex Cortez, a veteran radio
programmer who's also worked
in promotions for Warner Bros.

They're hoping to hear back
soon from 25/7 Productions,, the
company behind "The Biggest
Loser."
Rivera's also working on his
"Beer Pong King" documentary,
which goes behind the scenes
at his tournaments and features
him hanging with the likes of
Heather Rene Smith, Playboy
magazine's Miss February 2007.
Filming the documentary is still
under way but a "Beer Pong
King" trailer is up on YouTube.
"I feel thi s is one of the most
interesting documentaries in the
world because it's about what's
really going on with the young
people today" he said. "Not only
have I made a career from it, but
I've got my region's musicians,
athletes and actors to be a part
of this. No one in the beer pong
community has come close to
that."
Rivera wants to continue
expanding the beer pong
audience from its preppy and
collegiate origins, making it
both more celebrity-driven and
streetwise. Though the World
Series of Beer Pong has its own
official merchandise, Rivera
wants to get in the licensing
game, too. He has an end game
in mind: Wal-Mart.
"They're the only company
capable of doing the volume
I want to do," Rivera said. "I'd
like a $49.99 Beer Pong King
table that's affordable for every
college k id in the country, plus
cups, balls, T-shirts, all that stuff,
and have them license it. They're
gonna go like hotcakes."
The Beer Pong King hopes that
future hurries up. While wine
improves with time, the same
can't be said of beer.
"If I was 21 or 22 yearsold, this
would be a dream job," Rivera
said. "But I'm 30 years old. That's
when you normally have a family
and a 'real job.' As a promoter
it's a yo ung man's game, but I'm
running circles around these
kids. It's like, dude, what else d o
I have to do?"

Class Distractions
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Who's first in black history?
DOWN
1. First black man to receive an
Academy Award
2. First black man to formally
practice medicine in the U.S.
4. First black man to vote in
an election under the 15th
Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution
5. First black man named to the
college football Hall of Fame
7. First black man licensed to
practice law in the U.S.
8. First black major league
baseball player and the first to be
inducted into the baseball Hall of
Fame
10. First black millionaire
11. First black mayor
16. First back nominee for vice
president of the U.S.
18. First black man to win the
Heisman Trophy (two words)
20. First black president of a
college
21. First black woman to win the
ASCAP Pop Music Songwriter of
the Year Award
22. First black woman astronaut
(two words)
23. First black governor
26. First black woman to receive
a degree from Yale
27. First black heavyweight
boxing champion (two words)
29. First black female federal
agency head
31. First black woman to hold a
patent
33. First black man invited to
dine at the White House and to
be portrayed on a U.S. postage
stamp (two words)
34. First black superhero to star
in own comic-book series (two
words)
35. First black man to win Nobel
Peace Prize
36. First black Grammy Award
winner (two words)
38. First elected black lieutenant
governor
41. First black man to earn a
Ph.D. and to become president
of a major college
42. First black football player to
play in a Rose Bowl game
44. First known black woman to
publish a book
45. First black television
journalist
46. First black chess master
50. First black Disney princess
51. First black Miss USA
52. First black man to win major
league baseball's Gold Glove
53. First black man to die in
spaceflight
55. First black woman to earn a
Ph.D. in the U.S.
56. Jackie Robinson was the first
black man to appear on the cover
of this magazine
59. First black model to appear
on the cover of "Sports Illustrated
Swimsuit Edition"
60. First black Bond girl

ACROSS:
3. First black police officer in New York City
6. First black man elected president of the U.S.
9. First black woman to win the Nobel Prize for Literature (two
words)
12. First black man to graduate from a U.S. medical school
13. First intercollegiate Greek-letter sorority established by
African-Americans (three words)
14. First black woman, and first woman, inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame (two words)
15. First black man to break the color barrier in a bowl game in
the Deep South (two words)
17. First black woman to be appointed secretary of state
19. First black graduate of West Point and commissioned
officer in the U.S. military
21. First black woman elected to U.S. Senate
24. First black woman to win the Academy Award for best
actress (two words)
25. First intercollegiate Greek-letter organization establish by
African-Americans (three words)
28. First black man to earn a doctorate degree from Harvard
and to address the American Historical Association (two words)
30. First black man to earn a doctorate degree from an
American univeristy
32. First black man to win a men's major gold championship
(two words)
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34. First black professional basketball player
35. First black man to win Pulitzer Prize
37. First black woman to win an Academy Award
39. First black man to receive a degree from an American
college
40. First black woman to become an aviation pilot and to hold
an international pilot license
41. First known black published author
43. First black secretary of state (two words)
47. First black man to write a novel (two words)
48. First black man named as "Time" magazine's Man of the
Year
49. First black woman to win an Olympic gold medal
54. First black CEO of a Fortune 500 company
57. First black man to have a regular role on a nationwide
radio program
58. First black star of a network television drama (two words)
61. First black consensus college Ail-American basketball
player
62. First black man to reach the peak of Mount Everest
63. First black solo singer to have a No. 1 hit on the billboard
charts (three words)
64. First black astronaut
65. First black college professor
66. First intercollegiate Greek-letter society establish by
African-Americans at a h istorically black college (three
words)
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Answers to this week's Inkwell crossword puzzle, sudoku and kakuro can be
found on TheInkwellOnline.com. An interactive version of the crossword is also
availible online. All puzzles by B rittany Cook. Comics by MCT.

Arts and Entertainment

Students march into Black HistoryMonth
BY THE INKWELL
Armstrong's month long celebration
°uf

B^k History Month kicked off with
the university's participation in the city's
Martin Luther King Jr. day parade.

The Office of Multicultural Affairs
offered students an opportunity to walk
in the parade on and alongside the
Armstrong float as a way to celebrate
and honor the legacy of Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr.
The participation of the university
in the parade heralded the beginning
of the many events that will be held on
campus, which will include over a dozen
lectures, parties, performances and
panel discussions.
Armstrong is also, for the first time,
collaborating with the City of Savannah
and its presentation of the annual
Savannah Black Heritage Festival, which
will be streamed to Armstrong's Liberty
Center Campus.

Armstrong enlisted students to walk during the Martin Luther King Jr. parade Jan. 21.

Photos by Alex Pirtle

Above: Many organizations came together on Martin L uther
King Jr.'s birthday after building floats they exhibited during the
parade.
Left: Armstrong's float sailed through the parade while carrying
SGA members and Captain George.

'Mama' delivers scares
BY TODD PERKINS
Staff Columnist

13

Religions of Africa
University Haiti58 I noon-2p.m,

21

MIK Parade

15

Cafe 1965: Night of Artistic Expression
Ogeechee Theatre i 7-10 p.m.

29

Georgia Southern Universily — Soledad O'Brien
speaking engagement. Limited seats are available.

16

Collegiate 100 3rd Annual Winter Ball
Student Union Ballroom I 7 -11:59 p.m.

17
)

NAACP 90S Party
Student Union Ballroom I 7- 11 p.m.

6

MOVE speaker Wekesa Madzimoyo presents
"Healing Oppression's Wounds"
Student Union Ballroom B & C I 6:30-9:30 p.m.

7

History of Black Health O re
Student Union Baliroom 3-8 p.m.
HIV/AiDS testing and counseling services

(3-5 p.m.)
Panel Discussion (6-8 p.m.)
11

]2

Celebrating the Connection of Cultures: latinos,
Hispanics. and African-Americans
Ogeechee Theatre I 6-9 p.m.
Pane! Discussion on Black/African-American
sIXuSon Ballroom I 6 :30-8:30 p.m.

20
22
25

28

We've Come This Far By Faith:
The Power of Our Story
2nd African Baptist Church {Houston Street)
5-7 p.m.
Blacker the Berry. Sweeter the Juice
Views and Perceptions on Skin Color
University Hall 156 I noon-2 p.m.
Keep Calm and Remember Your Roo ts
University Halt 15 6 I 7 -9 p.m.
Nelly's Echo from th e hit TV Show "The Voice"
Student Union Ballroom I 7-10 p.m.
inaugural Armstrong Black History Mo nth
Awards Dinner
Student Union Ballroom I 6 -9 p.m.

"

January is known asa dry period
for movie releases, with films from
awards season still trickling into
theaters, and big-budget, holiday
releases still dominating the box
office.
However, there is the occasional
flick that manages to stand out
among the rest of the mediocre
fare of Januarysuch as"The Silence
of the Lambs" did back in 1991.
Director Andres Muschietti's film
"Mama" may seem like a standard
horror movie at first glance, but
there is a great film lurking within
its generic setup.
Some may find the premise
— an d some of its elaborate CGI
effects — to o silly or simplistic to
take seriously, but there is enough
talent and craftsmanship to
offer audiences something really
enjoyable for horror fans.
Based on Muschietti's 2008
short film of the same name, this
full length feature stars Jessica
Chastain and Nikolaj CosterWaldau as Annabel and Lucas,
a couple who take in Lucas's tw o
nieces, Victoria and Lily, who have
spent five years living alone in an
isolated cabin in the wilderness.
After some time readjusting
to society, things begin to get
weird as strange noises, sporadic
movements and other weird
oddities start occurring as Victoria
and Lily continue to whisper to an
invisible being they call " mama,"
who may not be so imaginary after
all.
The one element that tends
to make a horror film work is
its ability to get the audience to
care about the characters they are
watching on screen, rather than
having the actors be a mere body
count for whatever monstrous
figure awaits.
Muschietti takes the time to

allow viewers to connect with
the circumstances Annabel and
Luke find themselves in. CosterWaldau is solid in a role that could
have been a forgettable second
lead if given to a lesser actor, and
he makes the most of what screen
time he has.
Chastain is the heart of the
film. Her Annabel is not at all the
motherly type, and it is refreshing
to see the filmmakers create a
character who has to grow to love
the children just as the audience
ultimately does.
Victoria and Lily are played
by excellent child actors Megan
Charpentier and Isabelle Nelisse
and are handled in a way that
makes them troubled children
rather than simply the creepy kids
normally seen if scary movies like
"Orphan" and "Signs."
The
most
disappointing
scenes in the film are when the
filmmakers resort to using cheap
jump scares that have no red
purpose than to startle viewers.
There are so many subtle mom
ents
that are genuinely effective that
rely on minimal camera work and

clever visual storytelling rather
than having loud music cues
inform the audience when they
should be scared.
One of the most memorable
sequences is a dream sequence
told through the first-person point
of viewof a psychopathic rampage,
which is something that has rarely
been seen in recent horror flicks.
There are aspects of Muschietti's
film that really work and others
that are ultimately forgettable,
but "Mama" does not feel like the
work of someone directing hisfirst
feature film.
Tfie writing and direction is
strong, and the actingis undeniably
terrific. The overall look of'mama'
may depend too heavily on CGI,
especially to someone who prefers
practical effects, but it works
enough to deliver the scares.
There is e nough scares here to
satisfy those who need the thrills
and chills, but it is ultimately a
moving reflection on what comes
of being a mother and the lengths
she is willing to go to protect her
children.

Silver screen
3 out of 5 stars

Directed by Andy Muschietti
Produced by Toma 78, De lyiilo and Universal Pictures
Rated PG-13 for violence and terror, some disturbing
images and thematic elements
Starring Jessica Chastain, Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, Megan
Charpentier, Isabelle Nelisse, Daniel Kash and Javier Botet
Now showing at Regal Savannah Stadium 10, Carmike 10,
Victory Square Stadium 9, Pooler Stadium Cinemas 12 and
Royal Cinemas Pooler

T h e B a ck P a g e
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Crime
Blotter
Compiled from police reports
A student contacted the
University Police Department
Jan. 10 at 3:45 p.m. and reported
her bicyclb was missing to
Officer Crystal Simmons.
The green Hurley beach
cruiser bicycle was located at
University - Crossings outside
of the 700 building. The
Hurley was locked, using a
combination lock,' to a pole

attached to the porch.
"You need to use a U-lock.
You have to have bolt cutters
— lar ge bolt cutters, not your
average Home Depot bolt
cutters but large bolt cutters —
to cut them off," said Deputy
Chief Wynn Sullivan.
The student saw the bicycle
outside her building the night
before but was unable to locate
that day.
"It has not been found,"
Sullivan said. "She may have
found it and not reported back
to us that she found it.
"That's one of the problems
with reporting a stolen item
because you don't know if
they're stolen or lost."

Pirate basketball bounces back
st CSU Coueers

Photo by AlexPirtle

Letter to the editor:
A flu shot, I feel sick
On January 18th, I received an i did want one, in all honesty, I
email (as every AASU student .couldn't get one. Why? Because
did) regarding the flu. As we Armstrong does not offer the
all know, having the' flu in the option for students to charge the
middle of a semester is more than shot to their student accounts. I
an inconvenience, and while they live off campus, I am a full time
are mostly common sense, the student, and I have a family. Until
tips on avoiding getting sick were financial aid reimbursements
appreciated. I also appreciated the come out, I don't have an extra
helpful hint that flu shots could be $25 just sitting ar ound. Between
procured at the Student Health paying for tuition, parking, books,
Center. What I did not, and do and fees (including ones for
not, appreciate was the fact that athletics, activities, technology,
. AASU is charging students $25 a student identification card,
for said flu shot, and that money recreation, health, and a $250
is due at the time of the visit. special institution fee), my wallet
Considering' that I have already and I are both spent.Thanks a lot,
been charged over $650 for a but I'll pass on the flu shot and
variety fees, the last thing that take my chances.
I want to do is give Arm strong
any more of m y money. Even if
Josh Hill

No. 24 Tori Klewicki-McNutt passes to No. 10 Dee Hayward, hoping to bring the ball closer to the basket
Jan. 19.

BY CHARLETTE HALL
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

The Armstrong Pirates played
Columbus State University in
Alumni Arena Jan. 19 for Military
Appreciation Day. The Lady
Pirates started the day with a 6-7
overall record and a 1-5 record in
conference play.
The Lady Cougars were looking
to improve their 7-7 overall record
and their 3-4 conference record.
Both teams were coming off a loss
and fought hard to capture a win.
The women's game tipped off
at 1:30 p.m. The game was tight
for most of the first half. The Lady
Pirates were on their opponent's
heels until the Lady Cougars were
able to break away and build a
38-20 lead with 3:10 left until
intermission.
Although the Lady Pirates were
down by 18, they found a second
gear and closed the gap to make
it a nine-point game going into

halftime, with the score 35-44.
The Lady Pirates carried their
momentum from the end of the
first half into the beginning of
the second half. Dee Hayward
made two three-point shots that
sparked the Lady Pirates' offense,
and Mauri Wells drained two free
throws to take the squad up 53-51
with 11:31 left in the game.
"We came out in the second
half with effort and energy)' said
Stephenie Coney, who notched
14 points in the game. "We just
tried to forget the score an d keep
playing."
With two minutes left, the Lady
Cougars got a three-point play
that tied the game at 67. Candace
Carreras made a free throw with
1:23 on the clock, putting the
home team up byone.
With less than a minute, the
Lady Cougars took advantage of
mistakes commit ted by t he Lady
Pirates, who had an opportunity to
tie the gamewith nine seconds left.
"We were running a sideline

out of bou nds play, and we were
looking for an open three-point
shot but didn't get it," Coney said.
The game ended with the score of
72-68.
The final score was decided in
the last two minutes, but head
coach Matt Schmidt had faith his
team would get the win.
"We came into the game
believing we would win," he said.
"We played a good team that was
well coached. We expected a win
but came up short."
The team did not win the game,
but they were able to take away
some positives.
"In the first half, Columbus
shot well and shot in the mid-50
percent from the field," Schmidt
said. "We held them to the mid-20
percent in the second half. O ur
defense was be tter in the second
than it wasin the first."
This was the team's sixth loss
in the conference, but Schmidt
remains optimistic.
"We gotta play hard and not lose

focus on our immediate goals,' he
said.
Men's team comes out on top
At 3:30 p.m., the men's game
got underway. From the start,
Armstrong's men controlled the
score. They built a double-digit
lead with four minutes in the
first half. Columbus State cut
Armstrong's 12-point lead to six at
the half.
The Pirates remained unfazed
as sophomore Kyle Callanan
went 4-7 from beyond the arc to
spark a 12-2 rim. As the clock
wound down, things started to get
heated between Aric Miller and
Columbus State's Idell Bell, but the
Pirates stayed poised and came out
on top with an 81-72 win.
The Pirates' win made them 5-2
in conference play and 9-5 overalL
"The Peach Belt Conference is
tough," head coach Jeremy Luther
said. "You can never take a night
off. They are a good team, but we
never look at the team's record.
We allowed some laziness to creep
in and pressure. Luck ily, we had
players like Kyle step up and make
some big three's."
»
The team's No. 1 rule this yearis
for everyone to do their job.
"The toughest part of coaching
is keeping your team motivated
but we were lucky with that in
recruiting," Luther said. "We
recruited
true
competitors.
Everyone wants to compete."
Aric Miller and Idell Bell
received technical fouls in the final
minutes of play.
"As a player, we are all
competitors, but in a situation
when things get heated, we know;
we have to control our composure.
Aric [Miller] was just being a'
competitor)' Kenny Bellinger II
said, who had the 14 points in the
game. Miller had 21 points, and
Callanan had 15points coming off
the bench.

Armstrong prepares for the flu

BY THE INKWELL
Georgia, along with the rest of t he nation, is in the middle of the hardest hitting flu
epidemic in nearly a decade, and Armstrong isnot immune. Whileflu season usually peaks
around February, it has peaked early this year and has sent scores of victims to medical
facilities around the city.
Hie Georgia Department of Public Health stated Jan. 11 tha t while ther e has been a
slight decrease in flu activity, epidemic levels are still being seen and cautioned that the flu
is unpredictable.
Since the beginningof flu season in October,more than 2,100 cases have been confirmed.
In Savannah, 42 people have b een hospitalized because of the flu, compared to the 15
hospitalizations in 2011.
While no cases of influenza have been reported at the Student Health Center, students
are encouraged to take measures to prevent getting and spreading the disease.
Flu shots are available at the Student Health Center, which is open Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The shots are $25, and all students are encouraged to be
vaccinated.
All members of the university community areadvised to
•
Wash hands often with soap and hot water or use alcohol based hand sanitizers,
especially after sneezing or coughing
• Sneeze into a bent elbow instead of hands
•
Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth
•
Avoid close contact with others who aresick
• If you have flu-like symptoms, stay at home or in your residential hall room
Students are advised to immediately notify their instructors by phone or email of their
inability to attend class. Only instructors have the authority to excuse students from class.
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No matter what's wrong,
let us take good care of you.
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